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A LITTLE BIT OF 
EXPLANATION

The following are a depiction of the evolution of
the Wii console family, which consists of the Wii,
the Wii U and the Nintendo Switch. They are all
home video game consoles (with the slight
exception of the Nintendo Switch which shall be
explained later on) manufactured by the
Japanese video game company Nintendo that
differ from the conventional form of home
consoles, like the one seen on the PlayStation and
the Xbox, as they incorporate motion into the
gaming experience.



WII
The Wii is a 7th generation video game console by
Nintendo. The console's special feature is the controller.
The Wii Remote alone is mainly used for motion-based
gameplay, while the addition of the Nunchuk means a
more classic gameplay experience. The Remote contains
motion sensors, which input the user's motions into the
game. For example, one can use the Remote as a racket
to play tennis in Wii Sports or as a sword to play
fencing in Wii Sports Resort.

"I personally own a Wii console and what I have to
admit is that it really stands out for its creativity. At the
time no other console combined body motion with video
games which was a total breakthrough. Also, it is a quite
versatile tool since someone can add and remove parts
of the remote control so that more games can be played
without having to buy many controllers." - Spyros

Units sold: 101.63 million (as of September 30, 2019)



WII U
The Wii U is the first 8th generation video game
console (followed by the PS4 and Xbox One) and
the successor to the hugely popular Wii introduced
by Nintendo in late 2012, which is packed with
some new features while retaining all the good
features of the Wii. This game console has a brand
new controller that keeps the game running even
when the TV is off. The good thing about the Wii U
is that it is compatible with all previous consoles
and this is a feature that will remain with gamers
using Nintendo consoles.

"I have had my Wii U for 7 years now and it will
forever be my prized possession. The GamePad
really intrigued me at first and I stlll find it very
useful, especially when someone wants to use the
TV. It really gives a different dimension to
gameplay and it is a shame that this console is so
underrated. " - Antonia

Units sold: 101.63 million (as of September 30,
2019)



COMPARISON BETWEEN WII AND WII U
Due to poor marketing strategies, many assumed the Wii U was just a new controller
for the Wii, since the Wii U GamePad was the main focus of marketing and not the
actual console. So let's compare the two consoles:

• The Wii U has a brand new touch screen controller as well as support for all the Wii
peripherals, while the Wii has standard remote and motion controls because of only
supporting its own peripherals.

• The Wii U can utilize the TV, without needing it to play most of the games while the
TV remains a necessity for the Wii.

• The Wii U has a faster and better CPU and GPU than the Wii.
• The Wii U is the first Nintendo console to feature full HD graphics (1080p) while the
Wii only supports up to 480p.

• The only aspect where the Wii wins over is the variety of third-party games, whch
the Wii U lacks severely.



NINTENDO SWITCH
The Nintendo Switch is a video game
console developed by Nintendo and
released worldwide in most regions on
March 3, 2017. The console itself is
a tablet that can either be docked for use
as a home console or used as a portable
device, making it a hybrid console. Its
wireless Joy-Con controllers, with standard
buttons and directional analog sticks for
user input, motion sensing, and tactile
feedback, can attach to both sides of the
console to support handheld-style play.
They can also connect to a grip accessory
to provide a traditional home
console gamepad form, or be used

individually in the hand like the Wii
Remote and Nunchuk, supporting local
multiplayer modes.

Units sold: 107,65 million (as of March 31,
2022)



COMPARISON BETWEEN WII U AND NINTENDO SWITCH
• In terms of speed and power, the two are quite comparable. The Switch is a tad
faster but overall, there is not much of a difference. However, there is a significant
improvement in graphics with a 50% increase in pixel density.

• The key factor is portability. The Switch has the ability to be used portably within
seconds of disconnecting it from the TV, while the Wii U remains a home console and
the GamePad's range is only a few meters from the console.

• Not to mention the contribution of the Joy-Cons (Switch's controllers) to the slimmer
design of the console and the two-person multiplayer capability out of the box.

• With most of the Wii U's more popular games being ported over to the Switch and
with a vast variety of games, both from Nintendo and third-party developers, the
Switch is by no means inferior to the Wii U.

• The Switch's only negative difference compared to almost every other Nintendo
console is the lack of backwards compatibility.



TIMELINE

Wii

Released on: December 8, 2006 (Europe)

Wii U

Released on: November 30, 2012 (Europe)

Nintendo Switch

Released on: March 3, 2017

Wii

Discontinued on: October 24, 2013 (Europe)

Wii U

Discontinued on: January 31, 2017

Nintendo Switch

Continues being manufactured (as of May 17, 2022)
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